Abstract. Constant-roll warm inflation is introduced in this work. A novel approach to finding an exact solution for Friedman equations coupled to scalar field equation of motion is presented for cold inflation and is extended to warm inflation with the constant dissipative parameter Q = Γ 3H . The evolution of the primordial inhomogeneities of a scalar field in a thermal bath is also studied. The 1σ consistency between the theoretical predictions of the model and observational constraints has been proven for a range of Q and β =φ 3Hφ (constant rate of inflaton roll). In addition, we briefly investigate the possible enhancement of super-horizon perturbations beyond the slow-roll approximation.
Introduction
The cosmic inflation [1] [2] [3] is a hypothetical, but well motivated period of the accelerated expansion of the early Universe. Inflation solves problems of horizon, curvature and monopoles [4] , which appear in a big bang cosmology. Inflation can also be responsible for the generation of the primordial inhomogeneities [5, 6] , which are the seeds of the large scale structure of the Universe. One of the most popular assumptions made in the inflationary paradigm is that the inflaton φ (i.e. the field which generates inflation) should evolve so slowly, that in the equation of motion of the inflaton φ + 3Hφ + V φ = 0 , (1.1) one can assume thatφ V φ , 3Hφ, where V φ = dV dφ . Such a slow evolution of φ, which is usually equivalent to the following assumptions about the flatness of the potential 2) where and η are the slow-roll parameters.
As noted in [7, 8] one can obtain a quasi de-Sitter expansion of the Universe beyond the slow-roll regime. For instance for locally flat potential one can obtain V φ φ ⇒φ + 3Hφ 0, which leads to |η| ∼ 3. Cases of the slowroll and beyond the slow-roll evolution can be characterized by the conditionφ + 3βHφ = 0, where β = 0 (ultra slow-roll case) or β = 1 (beyond slow-roll). The idea of the constant roll inflation is to take a continuous spectrum of β [7] [8] [9] [10] , which can also be realized in theories of modified gravity [11, 12] .
Another theory of inflation, which assumes non-standard form of the cosmic friction term in the equation of motion is the warm inflation [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , for which one considers the dissipation of the inflaton's energy density into relativistic degrees of freedom. This effect reheats the Universe through the whole period of inflation, which leads to the warm inflationary Universe. In this work, we look for constant-roll solutions in the warm inflationary scenarios. We also investigate the evolution of primordial inhomogeneities and look for a possibility of superhorizon enhancement of curvature perturbation [20] .
Let us assume that the metric of the early Universe is a flat FRW metric and that the Universe is filled by a homogeneous scalar field φ. In such a case one finds
1)
where V φ = dV dφ . In order to obtain a constant roll inflation we impose a constant roll equation of motion, namelyφ + 3βHφ = 0 , (2.3)
which indicates, thatφ = ±φ 0 a −3β , (2.4) whereφ 0 is a value ofφ at some initial moment t i . We also assume that a(t i ) = 1. Number of e-folds is defined as 
which gives
where V 0 is a constant of integration. One can interpret V 0 as a constant part of the inflationary potential or as a cosmological constant. In those two cases the value of V 0 could be:
1) Assuming that V (φ) determines all of the evolution of the inflaton (including the graceful exit, reheating, etc.) the V 0 should be interpreted as a late-time cosmological constant and one should assume V 0 V during inflation. This comes from the fact that in such a case V 0 ∼ 10 −120 M 4 p , which compared to the scale of inflation (that need to be significantly higher than the BBN scale) is negligible.
2) The other approach is to assume that the constant-roll phase is just a part of the whole cosmic inflation and therefore the V (φ) approximates the true potential only in the vicinity of the constant-roll phase. In such a case the V 0 term may dominate over the other terms in the potential and one can expect V 0 to be as much as a GUT scale.
The RHS of the first Friedmann equation consists of the kinetic and potential term, namely
Thus, from Eqs. (2.8,2.9) one finds
In order to obtain V > 0 for all values of N one requires β ≤ 1. This constrain on β has additional motivation -for β > 1 one obtains V N > 0, which means, that the field moves uphill, while the Universe grows. Such a solution is possible in scalar-tensor theories [21] , but impossible in GR framework. For β = 1 one finds V = V 0 = const, which corresponds to the Universe filled with a massless homogeneous scalar field and a cosmological constant. This is a strongest deviation from the slow-roll approximation one can obtain in a de-Sitter Universe. It leads to big values of the η parameter (since η =φ/Hφ = −3β) and to the growth of the super-horizon fluctuations [8] . The same result as in (2.10) can be obtained by combining Eqs. (1.1) and (2.3), which gives 13) which if fully consistent with the result obtained in the Eq. (2.10). In order to obtain a potential as a function of field one need to find N = N (φ). This can be done in two ways. First of all one can use the fact thaṫ 14) which, from Eqs. (2.1,2.4,2.9) gives
On the other hand one can use a fact that 
One can explicitely see that the positivity of the potential requires β ≤ 1. For V 0 = 0 one finds 19) which gives the inflationary solution only for β 1. Thus, the small β regime is the only one in which one obtains inflation in the V 0 = 0 case.
In the V 0 = 0 case one finds
Thus, one finds
which from the Eq. (2.10) gives
Note that this solution is in fact a superposition of a constant term and ± solutions from the Eq. (2.18) which agrees with Eq. (19) in Ref. [8] .
The other option to obtain a potential that would satisfy the constant roll condition is to note, that − 2M 
where 3HQ = Γ and Γ is a dissipation coefficient. Warm inflation with big cosmic friction enables slow evolution of the inflton and quasi de Sitter Universe even if the potential itself does not meet requirements of the slow-roll approximation. This effect relaxes constrains of inflationary potentials, enabling more theories to be possibly consistent with the data. Another motivation for the warm inflation comes from the swampland conjecture. In Ref. [23] it was proven that inflation may be consistent with the swampland for Q 1 ( in Q = contant case). Note that the Eq. (2.23) cannot be used in the presence of radiation, since the RHS of the second Friedmann equation contains (in addition to theφ 2 term) radiation term 4ρ r /3. The Eq. (3.2) can be solved analytically for Q = const. In the further parts of this work we will assume Q = const, while leaving the Q = Q(φ,φ, T ) case for a future analysis. From the Eq. (2.4) one finds
where the ρ r0 term is a radiation energy density without dissipation. This solution is fully consistent with a standar slow-roll paradigm within worm inflation. Indeed, for β 1 one finds almost constant value of radiation and temperature, which should lead to significant thermal corrections to the power spectra of primordial inhomogeneities. On the other hand, in the case of significant deviation from the slow-roll, one obtains strong, exponential suppression of ρ r . This leads to the inflationary scenario, which increased cosmic friction (which is a feature of warm inflation) together with the temparature as close to the absolute zero, as in the case of cold inflation.
One can employ the Eq. (3.3) to solve the Eq. (2.2), which takes the form of
By integrating both hand sides with respect to N one obtains the first Friedmann equation
For Q > 0 the a −6β term is positive for β < 2/3 or for β > 2(1 + Q)/3. For ρ r0 = V 0 = 0 one finds = 3β, which puts the condition β 1 for the inflation with V 0 = 0. This is fully consistent with the cold inflation case from the Eq. (2.19). Like in the constant roll cold inflation one can extract the potential V from the energy density using Eqs. (2.1,3.5), which gives
We want to emphasize that in the case of the warm inflationary scenario one obtains wider range of allowed values of β, namely β ≤ 1 + Q. The second way of obtaining V is via effective equation of motion of φ, namely
By changing the derivatives into d dN , which follows the procedure described in the Eq. (2.16), one restores the Eq. (3.6). Note that for β = 1+Q one finds V = V 0 . This case is significantly different from the "cold" constant roll cold inflation. Since Q may be in principle much bigger than one (for Γ 3H) one may obtain β 1, which increases the deviation from the slowroll regime.
In order to obtain V = V (φ) one needs to solve the (2.14), which gives
For general value of β the solution for φ(N ) cannot be founded. Nevertheless the approximate solution can be founded in certain regimes. For in stance, the denominator of the Eq. 2−3β e −6βN is much bigger than V 0 and ρ r0 e −4N . This can be satisfied for sufficiently big a (i.e. for sufficiently late times) for β < 2/3 and V 0 = 0 or for β > 2/3 for sufficiently small a. In such a case one finds
The Eq. (2.17) gives the same result as (3.9) if one redefines β in (2.17) into β(2 − 3β)/(2 + 2Q − 3β). The scalar potential in the (3.9) is equal to
One can also solve the Eq. (3.8) analytically by assuming, ρ r0 = 0, which means that there is no radiation other than the one produced by dissipation. This case can be especially realistic for β 1, for which the a −6β term in the Eq. (3.3) redshifts much slower than the a −4 term. In such a case one finds:
which leads to
Using the equation above and Eq. (3.6), one can find the potential
which agrees with cold result in the limit Q = 0 Eq. (2.22) and Eq. (19) in Ref. [8] . The analysis we present is valid for β = 2/3, since the energy density of radiation has a pole in 3β − 2. For β = 2/3 one finds 14) which means that
The energy density is always positive for Q > 0. For β = 2/3 the φ = φ(N ) relation takes the form of 
Note that in the Q → 0 limit one finds φ ∝ N , which corresponds to the cold constant roll scenario with V 0 = 0. From (3.6,3.17) one finds
In the cold inflationary Universe inflation around the maximum of the Gaussian potential generates way to small n s to be consistent with the Planck data. We leave the issue of the observational predictions of the warm Gaussian inflation for future analysis.
Note that for Q > 0 and β > 2/3 the a −6β term in the Eq. (3.3) becomes negative. In such a case the term generated by the dissipation decreases the total energy density of radiation, which is highly counter-intuitive. Furthermore, for a < a z , where
one finds ρ r < 0. In principle, for significantly small a and β ∈ (2/3, 2(1 + Q)/3) one obtains a zero value of a total energy density. Since H 2 ∝ ρ one obtains H = 0 for ρ = 0, which may correspond o the bounce (forḢ > 0) or recollapse (forḢ < 0) of a scale factor. Note that ρ = 0 is obtained for a = a m (minimal value of a), which satisfies
This equation cannot be solved for general β. Nevertheless one can still prove that the solution we have obtained has a bounce, since
Quite obviously we do not conclude, that the solution generates the physical bounce. The negativity of the energy density of radiation is clearly unphysical and the solution (3.3) cannot hold in the a < a z regime. This may come from the fact that the assumption Q = const does not need to be satisfied for small values of a, which correspond to bog values ofφ 2 . In such a regime the value of Q may change rapidly and it may become a function of φ,φ or T . Another argument against taking the small a limit in the β ∈ (2/3, 2(1 + Q)/3) regime is that big values of β usually correspond to V 0 φ 2 , which indicates, that the potential is just an approximation and it covers only some part of the evolution of the inflaton. In such a case the constant-roll equation of motion is also valid for certain energy scales and it should not be extrapolated to energies higher than the scale of V 0 .
Evolution of primordial inhomogeneities
The simplest regime in which one can investigate the evolution of inhomogeneities is the small β limit, for which one does not deviate significantly from the slow-roll evolution. In such a case the energy density of the Universe should be dominated by the energy density of φ. The evolution of radiation should be determined by the term that comes from the dissipation (i.e. the a −6β term). One can also assume that V 0 = 0, which follows the assumption that the V (φ) is a full potential of the theory that describes the evolution of the field during all of its evolution. In such a case one finds. = −Ḣ H 2 = 3β and
(1 + Q)β, which can be used in perturbation part. We want to emphasize that that taking V 0 = 0 makes the model effectively a warm inflationary power-law inflation. The "cold" version of this theory has been investigated in e.g. Eq. (15) in [8] .
In warm inflation model the evolution of fluctuation modes is divided into three regimes: 1) thermal noise, 2) expansion and 3) curvature fluctuations [24] . Freezeout is the transition between regimes 1) and 2) and the horizon crossing is the transition between regimes 2) and 3). Thermal noise regime is studied by Schwinger-Keldeysh approach to non-equilibrium field theory [24] where the evolution of inflaton field is modified as Langevin equation:
where is space-time Laplacian, Γ ef f = H(1 + Q) and ξ is added stochastic term where the probability distribution of this source term is approximately Gaussian [14, 24, 25] with two-correlation function:
Using equivalence principle one can express the Langevin equation in curved FLRW spacetime for perturbation of inflaton field δφ(x, t) where
which is the new definition of Gaussian condition of noise term in FLRW space-time. δφ is a linear response due to small perturbation noise ξ, which is a function of space-time, and φ(t) is background part of the inflaton field. Under the assumption condition T > H, the perturbation part of Langevin equation in an expanding FLRW universe during warm inflation can be presented after Fourier transform [14, 24] :
In thermal noise era, generation of space-time inhomogeneities due to inflaton fluctuation δφ can be discard in uniform expansion rate gauge [26] and sub-horizon scale where the scales are smaller than horizon and bigger than thermal averaging scale. New time variable z = k aH can simplify the perturbed Langevin equation (4.5) in term of the constant-roll parameters
In the β 1 regime the Eq. (4.7) simplifies into
Note that this equation takes form of the equation of motion with a thermal noise. The Eq. (4.20) refers to the Eq. (54) from the Ref. [14] with the substitution z → z √ 1 − 3β:
We have considered Γ ∝ H, which mean that Γ does not depend on temperature. Therefore we have assumed that the back reaction of perturbations of radiation on Γ is negligible. This issue is investigated in the Ref. [14] in the context of the slow-roll inflation. The above equation without source is comparable with Eq. (6.1) in appendix where ν = 2β(1 + Q). First of all, let us study the n = ν + 3c case. As we will show, the negative n scenario is ruled out, since it predicts a value of spectral index, which is inconsistent with data constraints.
The solution of this equation is found from the Green function technique as
where the Green function of perturbation equation (4.8) is presented by
and ν = 3 2 (1+Q). The power spectrum of inflation is extracted from the two-point correlation function of inflaton field perturbations
One can find the power spectrum of the model from Eqs.(4.9),(4.10) and (4.11) presented by [14, 24] 
In super-horizon and thermal noise part of the evolution of perturbations (z 1), which the constant-roll is important, the power spectrum is simplified as 13) where the Γ R is gamma function. One can re-do these calculations for the negative n, which gives
Note that in the case of n < 0 the spectrum is blue-tilted. Using small spatial gradient expansion [27] , one can define the curvature perturbation ξ which is conserved even beyond the linear perturbation theory [14, [28] [29] [30] 
where ϕ is spatial part of curvature perturbation. In high dissipative warm constant-roll case ξ is modified as
In uniform gauge ϕ = 0 where ξ(φ(x, t)) is a function of scalar field (4.3) one finds ξ = dξ dφ δφ , (4.17)
The spectral index is presented by
For the allowed 2σ region of the spectral index n s from Planck 2018 results [5] we find β(1 + Q) ∈ (0.0022, 0.0034), which is consistent with initial assumption β 1. On the other hand, one can consider the second branch of the solution of Eq. (4.8), which is n = −(ν +3c), (see Eqs. (4.8,6.1)), the spectral index is equal to n s − 1 = 2(2ν + 3c) = 6(1 + Q)(2β + 1). For small β one finds n s 6(1 + Q), which is highly disfavoured by the Planck data.
Tensor perturbation of space-time metric are not affected by thermal bath during warm inflation [31] . Therefore one can use the standard definition of cold inflation tensor powerspectrum at the horizon crossing
Another important perturbation parameter which can be constrained by observational data is tensor-to-scalar ratio
Note, how big values of Q lead to a Q −1 suppression of r. This effect enables us to fit to the Planck data, by fixing β(1 + Q) with sufficiently big Q.
In Fig. 1 , the results of our model from Eqs. (4.18) and (4.19) are compared with observational data. There is a viable choice for phase space of the model parameters (Q, β) which lies within 1σ confidence level of n s − r Planck data results [5] . If we chose the constant potential V 0 as a dominant part of energy density during constantroll warm inflation the above procedure of perturbation part can be repeated and the more generic values of β can be considered. In this regime the slow-roll parameter is very small and it evolves like ∝ a −6β . In such a case the parameter can be fully neglected in Eq. (4.7), which gives
The solution of this equation is also (4.10) with new parameter c = β(1 + Q − β). We can continue another steps similar to previous case to find spectral index n s
One can obtain n s 1 in two limits: for β 1 or for β 1 + Q. The first case is similar to the one discussed in the previous part of this section. The latter one corresponds to strong deviation from the slow-roll approximation. In the small β limit one can use the constraints on n s to limit the allowed values of β into β(1 + Q) ∈ (0.0044, 0.0068). Tensor to scalar ratio of this case is presented by Eq. (4.19). In Fig. (2) we show the consistency of our model with the Planck observational data.
For the n = −(ν + 3c) solution (see Eqs.(4.8,6.1), the spectral index is
Such values of n s are clearly ruled out by the Planck observational data, which requires 1 − n s 1. In fact one could fine tune the relation between β and Q, for which the spectrum would remain flat. However, in such a case one finds β > 1 + Q, which generates V < 0 or at least V N > 0. It means that the only scale-invariant spectrum may be generated in the (4.21) scenario.
One of the most interesting cases of the constant-roll inflation is β 1 + Q, for which one obtains the strongest possible deviation from the slow-roll approximation, while still maintaining the de Sitter evolution of the Universe. In such a case the RHS of the Eq. contains of 2 terms: (1) proportional to a −6(1+Q) , which comes from the kinetic term of the inflaton field as well as from the radiation induced by the source term in the Eq. (3.2), (2) the a −4 term, which comes from the pre-existing radiation. In both cases one finds η = −3(1+Q) In a case of an a −6(1+Q) domination one finds
while for the a −4 term domination one obtains
In the case of the a −6β term domination inḢ, the influence of radiation can be neglected in the analysis. Thus, one can analyze the evolution of primordial inhomogeneities in the framework of cold inflation. In such a case one finds [8] 25) where ζ k is a Fourier mode of a curvature perturbation and A k , B k are constants. For β < 1/2 one finds ζ k → A k for a → ∞, which is equivalent to the super-horizon freeze-out of curvature perturbations in the standard slow-roll inflation. For β > 1/2 the super-horizon modes tend to grow in time, which leads to the amplification of inhomogeneities. This mechanism may be used in order to generate primordial black holes. This mechanism may be much more efficient than in the case of the cold constant roll inflation, since for Q > 0 the β is allowed to take values bigger than 1. This could decrease fine tuning on the process of the primordial black hole production. We want to investigate this issue in our further work.
Conclusions
In this paper, the constant roll evolution of the warm inflationary Universe has been investigated. In the Sec. 2 contains a novel approach to obtaining solutions for Einstein equation and for equation of motion in cold constant roll inflation, for whichφ + 3βHφ = 0. Instead of using a field as a variable, we use a number of e-folds (N ). An analytical solutions for Hubble parameter H, scalar field φ and its potential V (φ) as a function of N have been founded. Finally, it was shown that this approach is fully consistent with the analytical solutions obtained so far in constant-roll inflation.
In Sec. 3 this analysis was extended to the warm inflationary scenario, in which the inflaton dissipates towards relativistic degrees of freedom with a dissipation coefficient Γ. In the simplest case of Γ = 3QH (where Q = const) a series of analytical solutions for H, φ, V (φ) and energy density of radiation ρ r have been obtained. It was shown that ρ r contains an a −4 term, which comes from the pre-inflationary radiation, as well as the a −6β term, which comes from the dissipation and redshifts like a kinetic term of the inflaton field. For β > 2/3 the dissipation does not increase the temperature of the Universe compared to the cold inflation and therefore the only effect that comes from dissipation is the increase of the cosmic friction for the inflaton field φ. Furthermore, for β ∈ (2/3, 2(1 + Q)/3) the energy density of the Universe may obtain a negative value for sufficiently small a, which would lead to a bounce of a scale factor. We conclude that such a solution would not be physical and we have excluded this region from our analysis.
One of the simplest solutions for the constant roll warm inflation founded by us is the V = const, β = 1 + Q scenario. In such a case one finds η = −3β (where β > 1) and ∝ a −6β , which is the case of the strongest deviation from the slow-roll approximation. Another interesting case is β = 2/3, for which one finds ρ r /φ 2 ∼ N . This is the only solution founded in this paper, for which radiation significantly dominates the right-hand side of the second Friedmann equation.
In Sec. 4 the evolution of primordial inhomogeneities have been analyzed in two cases. First of all the case of β 1 have been considered, which denotes small deviation from slow-roll. In such a framework a power spectrum of curvature perturbations with small deviation from scale invariance has been founded. From observational bounds on n s we have obtained allowed range of β ∈ (0.0022, 0.0034). Second of all, the more general case has been considered for ∝ a −6β and any value of β. One finds n s 1 in two cases: for β 1 and β 1 + Q. The β = 1 + Q case was briefly discussed, for which one finds exponential growth of super-horizon modes of the curvature perturbation ζ. The growth of the super-horizon inhomogeneities is stronger than in the case of cold constant roll inflation, due to a bigger value of β. We conclude the the constant-roll worm inflation may be a highly successful inflationary theory only for β 1. Nevertheless, some parts of the potential may be characterized by β > 2/3, which may lead to growth of primordial inhomogeneities.
Appendix
Generalized Bessel equation is presented by which has the general solution:
2)
The (6.2) solution has been used in the context of primordial inhomogeneities in Sec/ 4.
